
Vocabulary 

To front load, or not to front load?  

    That is the question. 



And the answer is 

It depends on the vocabulary. 
 
 
 

 



What is meant by academic 
vocabulary? 

Think-Pair-Share: 
Think (30 sec.) 
Pair 
Share: 
Choose “A” and “B” 
“A” shares (30 sec.) 
“B” shares (30 sec.) 



Academic Vocabulary 
The language necessary to succeed in school.  

Academic Vocabulary falls into two major 

categories:  

• content specific vocabulary 
• transportable vocabulary (words that are 

used across the curriculum in multiple 
disciplines) 



Some people call them brick and 
mortar words 

As you’ll see, 
sometimes 
the mortar 
words can 
get messy. 



What is academic vocabulary? 

Tier I Tier II Tier III 



Tier 1:  The most basic words 
                Survival English  

Examples— 
O table 
O hamburger 
O walk 
O dance 
O happy 
O red 
O homework 

 

These words tend 
to be simple 
nouns, verb, and 
adjectives. 

These words should 
be front loaded. 



     Tier 3: Low frequency words  
   specific to a discipline 

Examples— 
O Pangaea 
O invertebrate  
O ionic bonding 
O aneurism 
O alluvial fan 
O gamma ray 
 
 
 

 

Some people 
call these the 
brick words 

These words 
should NOT be 
front loaded. 



Tier 2: High frequency words found  
            across a variety of disciplines 

Examples— 
Oconduct 
Oclassify 
Omonitor 
O investigate 
Odeclaration 
Oharmony 
Oanalyze  
Oelement 

 

Some people call 
these the mortar 
or functional 
mortar words 

In science, these 
words CAN be 
front loaded. 



 
 

Larry Bell’s 12 Power Words 
 Words that Help Students Take Tests 

•Trace 
•Analyze 
•Infer 
•Evaluate 
•Formulate 
•Describe 

•Support 
•Explain 
•Summarize 
•Compare 
•Contrast 
•Predict 



Criteria for identifying Tier II Words… 

Importance and utility: Is it a word that 
students are likely to meet often in the 
world? 

 

Instructional potential: How does the 
word relate to other words, to ideas that 
students know or have been learning? 

 

Conceptual understanding: Does the 
word provide access to an important 
concept? 



 We teach too many Tier I words, not 
enough Tier 2 words, and we’re just 
about right-on with our teaching of 
Tier 3 words. 
 

--Doug Fisher, “Secondary Literacy Conference Spring 2007”, Anaheim CA 

What do you think Doug Fisher means? 

Do you agree or disagree? 
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